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Project New Sydney Fish Market Redevelopment Date 4 November 2020 
Ref No. Community Consultative Committee Time 4:30pm – 5:30pm 
Chair Vlatko Popovski, Infrastructure NSW Recorder Alexandra Krautil, Elton Consulting 
Attendees Nicola Frowen, Dragon Boats NSW 

Mark Tietjen, Glebe Rowing Club 
Lauren Drummond, Sydney Fish Market 
Malcolm Morrison, The Strata Committee 
of 84 Wentworth Park Rd 
Greg Lin, Infrastructure NSW 
Jennifer Chang, Infrastructure NSW 
Greg Spencer, Hansen Yuncken 
Daniel Yarrow, Hansen Yuncken 

Apologies Leiza Lewis, Sydney Secondary School 
Humfrey Whitaker, Infrastructure NSW 
Petra Fowler, Elton Consulting 
 
 

 

Item Discussion Point 

1.  Welcome and acknowledgement of country  
» Vlad welcomed all participants, noted apologies and made an acknowledgement of country.  

2.  Action items from the last meeting 
» Vlad noted the one action item from the last meeting for the project team to follow up with 

Leiza on noise management during the HSC exams.  
> The team have been in regular contact on this and worked through any concerns.  

» Members also would have received an email from INSW announcing the award of the Main 
Works contract. This is a major milestone and INSW are looking forward to working closely with 
the Multiplex team to deliver the new Sydney Fish Market.  
> The Main Works will commence once the Early Works are completed and the site is handed 

over to the new team. This is expected to occur during 2021.  

3.  Early works update and lookahead – Hansen Yuncken 
» Daniel introduced himself, noting his role as NSFM Project Manager for Hansen Yuncken, 

working on site managing the early works demolition.   
» Greg S provided an update on the Hansen Yuncken early works occurring on site, noting work is 

proceeding well and activities remain largely consistent with previous months.  
» The team has been progressing in each area of the site and have demolished and removed: 

> 30% of the Hanson Wharf  
> 25% of the Finger Wharf  
> 40% of the Blackwattle Bay (Precast) Wharf. 

» Key works on each wharf remain consistent, including: 
> Saw cutting slabs 
> Lift and removal of slabs 
> Stockpile and process of slabs 

Meeting note  
INSW New Sydney Fish Market Early Works CCC 
Meeting three 
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> Carting off site. 
» Some test pile removals have been completed, and these came out easily which is a good sign 

for the remainder of the work.  
» Refer to pp. 4 – 9 of the attached presentation for images of work completed over the past 

month, including breaking up slabs, crane lifting pieces after the slabs are cut, taking out 
elements supporting the deck, stockpiling and sorting various elements, installation of hoarding 
and the decommissioning of the sub-station (located half over land half over water).  

» Refer to p. 10 of the attached presentation for a summary of the noise and dust mitigations on 
site.  
> Dust mitigations are working better and there have been no incidents since the previous 

noted high-wind day. An additional mitigation of laying hard-packed material on the road 
base has been employed to further reduce the level of dust. Refer to p. 11 of the attached 
presentation for images of this additional dust mitigation method.  

> One noise complaint was received from Blackwattle Bay SSC during an exam earlier in the 
week. The team took the initiative to immediately shut down works and reorganised the 
construction activities to complete the works in an alternate, quieter way limiting the use of 
the hammer, allowing slower progress to continue on site. This alternate approach will be 
implemented until HSC exams are complete on 12 November 2020.  

Q – Malcolm: noted issues with the screen sharing so asked if the presentation would be sent to 
members after the session? 
» A: Vlad confirmed the presentation would be sent to members after the meeting.  

> ACTION: Vlad to distribute presentation to members.  
» Greg S also noted there have been low numbers of truck movements, with an average of six per 

day over the last month and a peak of 12. 
» Refer to p. 12 of the attached presentation for a full list of anticipated upcoming works over the 

coming months.   
> Asbestos removal needs to occur from the double storey building next to the coal loader and 

will be removed by a licensed asbestos removalist.  
> After the scaffold and final section of hoarding installation are complete, large-scale 

demolition of the coal loader will occur. The team will assess opportunities to salvage 
heritage materials such as timber from the coal loader when the equipment is ready, and the 
scaffolding is up.  

> Greg L: some of the key structural steel elements including the clam shell buckets and steel 
sections of the gantry crane have already been salvaged and are being held in storage. 
These will be reinterpreted back into the landscaped area of the new site, along with any 
further salvaged materials.  

> Daniel: pile extraction has been planned to occur after the HSC exams to limit noise, for now 
the main effort continues with the demolition of deck structures and their supports 
underneath.  

> The team plan to pull piles straight out of the sea bed with limited mechanical means, which 
will keep noise and vibration impacts down. There may be some need for mechanics if the 
piles are stuck deeply in place. This will involve using a hammerhead to loosen the friction 
and allow them to come out of the sea bed.  

Q – Malcolm: you have said dust monitoring has been more under control. Why are Infrastructure 
NSW refusing to send us the results of the noise and dust monitoring? We believe the limits have 
been exceeded.  
» A: Greg L responded the project team are providing all information that is required under the 

project’s Development Consent and are working to keep all stakeholders as informed as 
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possible. There is an extremely large amount of data and information on the project meaning 
providing information beyond the project’s obligations is very challenging.  
> The project is required to inform stakeholders if any exceedances occur on site – there have 

been no exceedances thus far.  
Q - Malcolm: reiterated his understanding that exceedances have occurred, and stakeholders have 
not been informed. Aware that the request is not in the project consent conditions however 
understood the purpose of this committee was to provide information when requested?  
» A: Greg L restated that monitoring has not shown any exceedances on site. If any do occur they 

will be addressed accordingly, and stakeholders will be contacted. The role of the CCC is to be 
informed and address issues as they arise. The team are completing this role with the 
information provided based on the consent conditions.  

» Greg S: dust monitoring takes a statistical average of events overtime meaning even if one 
event is very windy and dust impacts are seen, an appropriate air quality can still be achieved 
overall. A large impact on one day does not result in an overall exceedance. 

Q – Malcolm: if the exceedances have not occurred, why are you unable to show us the results? 
» A: Greg L noted there is a specific regime around how exceedances are managed as Greg S 

explained. The project’s obligation is to ensure there are no overall exceedances in a period. Our 
requirements are spelt out in the DA and the team have provided you with all required 
information.  

Q – Malcolm: with the lack of information the consultative committee is not fully informed so it can 
consult. In the past we have received the wrong information so how do we trust that if there are 
exceedances we will be provided with the correct information? 
» A: Greg L responded the project has requirements to monitor conditions on site and advise 

stakeholders should exceedances occur. The team are unable to provide the detailed monitoring 
reports on request but do provide all required information to ensure we are meeting our 
obligations.   

» The complaints received from 84 Wentworth Park Rd were taken seriously and quickly 
addressed and the early works team have now gone over and above with dust suppression and 
management techniques to provide the best possible outcome for neighbours.  

Q – Malcolm: does the same information logic apply for noise measurements? 
» A: Greg L confirmed the same logic applies for noise measurements. All information will be 

provided to meet the project’s consent requirements.  
Q – Malcolm: why was monitoring equipment not placed in our building as the nearest and most 
affected property? 
» A: Greg S noted monitoring locations are selected by acoustic consultants based on key 

requirements. These studies did not identify 84 Wentworth Park Rd as an appropriate location 
for monitoring equipment.  

Q – Malcolm: Greg S in explaining truck movements seemed pleased there are only six a day. Does 
that imply the movements are expected to increase as the project progresses? 
» A: Greg S responded the early works were set up to minimise truck movements as much as 

possible and it is running to plan. The consent conditions allow for greater numbers of truck 
movements.  

» Greg L: in relation to the transition from the early works to main works team, there will not be a 
gap in activity on site. The team anticipate there will be ongoing activities, which will be steadily 
transferred from Greg and Daniel’s team to the Main Works team.   

4.  Group discussion, questions and comments 
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Q – Nicola: in a meeting with HY we discussed the project’s need for a barge to block the first stair 
access used by the Dragon Boaters for a month-long period. Have you determined any timing for 
this? We will need to plan ahead to use the second steps along.  
» A: Daniel noted the schedule is still being worked through, but the team will keep any impacted 

stakeholders actively informed when timing is confirmed ensuring enough notice is given for 
groups to plan ahead.  

» ACTION: HY to advise stakeholders of barge timing blocking stairs once known, providing 
ample notice for stakeholders to plan ahead.   

Q - Nicola: will the site have a shutdown over Christmas? 
» A: Daniel confirmed there will be a site shutdown however the dates are not yet finalised. The 

team will keep the group informed once timing is confirmed. 
» ACTION: HY to advise the CCC and stakeholders of site shutdown over Christmas.  
» Vlad noted he is on leave from 16 – 23 November. This will not impact CCC meetings and the 

rest of the INSW and HY team will be available for any queries.   

5.  Meeting close 
» The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday 2 December at 4:30pm. 
» Meeting was closed at 5:00pm.  

 



New Sydney Fish Market Redevelopment 
Community Consultative Committee

4 November 2020



Action items

Action Status

HY to follow up with Leiza on noise levels early week commencing 12 October Complete – check in completed 

prior to start of exams, and 

regularly throughout period



Hansen Yuncken Early Works – demolition progress

• Early works are expected to take about 10 months to 

complete, weather and conditions permitting –

demolition remains on schedule. 

• The team has been progressing in each area of the 

site – so far the team has demolished and removed:

• 30% of the Hanson Wharf 

• 25% of the Finger Wharf 

• 40% of the Blackwattle Bay (Precast) Wharf

• Key works on each wharf:

• Saw cutting slabs

• Lift and removal of slabs

• Stockpile and process slabs

• Cart off site

• Some pile removal has occurred as the deck was 

being removed



Progress on site – demolition continues

Concrete processing

Crane lift



Progress on site – demolition continues



Progress on site – slab removal, pre-cast wharf



Progress on site – material processing



Progress on site – slab lifts



Progress on site 

Hoarding signage installed Decommissioning of sub-station



Managing impacts 
Since commencement of construction, we have been working to actively mitigate impacts on the 
surrounding community. Dust remains a key point of focus for the project team. 

Dust

• Management techniques we noted last meeting, including wet saw concrete cutting and wet vacuuming of remnants, 

active dust monitoring, installing shade cloth where possible, regularly wetting down stockpiles and work surfaces, 

covering any vehicles carrying spoil or rubbish, manually washing equipment wheels and reducing dust generating 

activities during windy periods. 

• These mitigations are now a part of how work is completed on site, rather than just completed on windy days.

• Additional management measures include laying asphalt to seal the road to minimise dust. 

Noise

• Active noise monitoring.

• Noisy works, as defined in the project approval, are limited to: Monday-Friday 9am-12pm and 2pm-5pm, and Saturday 

9am-12pm.  

• Checking in with Sydney Secondary College on noise levels during the HSC exams and responding to concerns. This 

included stopping jackhammering works on Monday 02 Nov which were noted to be causing impacts. The work 

schedule was reviewed and an alternative demolition process is being implemented to the end of the exam period (12 

Nov). This will allow the work to progress slowly while limiting the use of the hammer during HSC exam times. 



Dust mitigation in action – asphalt laid on the road base areas



Continuing and upcoming work
Over the next few months much of the work on site will remain the same, with some new activities. 
These will include:

• Road/footpath closures

• Hoarding installation

• Scaffold installation

• Asbestos removal of roof sheeting on double story building

• Demolition of coal loader

• Demolition of remaining buildings

• Deck removal from Hanson, Finger, Precast wharves

• Processing of demolition material

• Loading out demolition material to recycling facilities

• Pile extraction (will occur after HSC exams, commencing from approximately mid-late November)



Keeping in touch with you

Communications tools:

• Work notifications by letterbox drop 

• Stakeholder meetings as required

• Attending these CCC meetings

• Available via phone or email

• infrastructure.nsw.gov.au/blackwattlebay

Latest work notifications 

• 14 October – Bridge Rd temporary lane closure 

Complaints register 

• http://infrastructure.nsw.gov.au/media/2692/nsfm_complaints-register_october2020.pdf

Contact us: 

• Project mailbox: blackwattle.bay@infrastructure.nsw.gov.au

• Project phoneline: 1800 962 221  

http://www.infrastructure.nsw.gov.au/projects-nsw/blackwattle-bay/
http://infrastructure.nsw.gov.au/media/2692/nsfm_complaints-register_october2020.pdf
mailto:blackwattle.bay@infrastructure.nsw.gov.au


Comments and questions 
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